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ABSTRACT 
 Dielectric waveguides are the solution to the ultra-fast optical communication. 
In all-dielectric waveguide systems, the boundary condition of Maxwell’s 
electromagnetic equation can be exploited. Crucially dielectric materials have very low 
optical losses compared to metal hence the plasmonic structures. Due to very high 
losses, plasmonic structures are not suitable for practical usage. Achieving small 
mode dimensions has become an important factor in modern devices since smaller 
mode dimensions fosters high device density, efficiency, and or performance in a wide 
array of photonic systems. Keeping these criteria in focus, a transversely structured 
all-dielectric waveguide has been introduced in this thesis which exploits the vectorial 
nature of light to achieve extreme sub-wavelength confinement in high index 
dielectrics, enabling characteristic mode dimensions below !"#/1,000 without metals or 
plasmonics. A new metric of performance measurement for waveguide structures has 
been introduced – “optical concentration”. This metric of optical concentration has 
been derived and illustrated for its convenient usage in characterizing enhanced linear 
and nonlinear interactions at the nanoscale. This work expands the toolbox of 
nanophotonics and opens the door to new types of ultra-efficient and record 
performing linear and nonlinear devices with broad applications spanning classical 
and quantum optics. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
The waveguide is one of the most important and versatile building blocks 
utilized in electromagnetics and modern nanophotonics, where it is heavily relied on 
to enable advancements in opto-electronics [1], opto-mechanics [2], nonlinear optics 
[3–5], quantum photonics  [6], nano-manipulation [7], and nano-sensing  [8,9]. 
Waveguides capable of sub-wavelength light confinement are particularly 
advantageous for realizing ultra-efficient active photonic components such as classical 
and quantum light sources [10–14], phase/amplitude modulators [15–18], 
photodetectors [19], and atom-light interfaces [20]. 
Over the past two decades a large dichotomy between plasmonic and dielectric 
based photonics has emerged. To date, nanoplasmonic waveguides integrating 
metals are unrivalled in terms of achieving ultra-small mode dimensions [21–24].  
However, ohmic losses result in significant passive propagation losses (~dB µm-1) at 
optical frequencies which are untenable for many applications. Dielectric waveguides 
on the other hand, offer significantly lower passive propagation losses (~dB cm-1 to 
dB m-1), yet are often implemented in resonant or slow-light structures in an effort to 
enhance temporal interaction and derive a larger response per unit energy.  Dielectric 
resonators and band edge devices, however, are restricted to operating in narrow 
optical bandwidths and may require active resonant tuning to stabilize amidst 
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environmental variations – either of these factors may be prohibitive in certain 
applications.  
1.2 Opto-electronic devices 
Opto-electronic devices use both electrical and optical signals; and may 
convert electrical signals to optical signals or vice versa. These devices have opened 
new regimes of high speed and low-loss operation. One of the most important opto-
electronic devices is the optical modulator which efficiently and rapidly encodes an 
electrical signal into an optical signal for data transmission. Optical integration is 
needed for the optical counterpart and electrical counterpart which is facilitated by the 
construction of on-chip optical modulators. Thus, optical modulators are one key 
component in silicon photonics [1]. 
Optical interconnects need to have high energy efficiency, low loss, low 
dispersion and low crosstalk. As technology advances, the number of optical 
interconnects in photonic devices increases. So, the complexity, density, and power 
consumption may increase. Copper interconnects have very high loss and dispersion. 
Optical modulators modulate the optical signal (electromagnetic beam) when travelling 
in free space or any optical waveguide. After modulation the beam properties 
(amplitude, phase and frequency) change.  Modulation speed, optical bandwidth, 
insertion loss and power consumption are the important parameters need to be 
specified while using optical modulators [1]. 
Fig. 1.1 shows some opto-electronic device concepts. Fig. 1.1 (a) is the cross-
section diagram of optical modulator based upon carrier accumulation [60]. Fig. 1.1 
(b) is the carrier accumulation type device, this is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
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cross-section [60]. Fig. 1.1 (c) shows the cross-section of an electro-optic device for 
bandwidth greater than 50 GHz [61]. Fig. 1.1 (d) shows a plasmonic nano-rib 
waveguide [24]. 
Below are some high-level key traits of optoelectronic modulators: 
• Modulators used in optical interconnects ensure efficient and high bandwidth
short and long range communication.
• Fabrication of optical interconnects and modulators are CMOS compatible.
• The use of transparent high refractive index semiconductors enables small,
diffraction limited mode dimensions, high device efficiency and, compactness.
Fig. 1.1: Cross-section diagram of a) Optical modulator based upon carrier 
accumulation [60], b) Carrier accumulation type device [60]. c) Electro-optic device with 
bandwidth in excess of 50GHz [61], d) Hybrid nanowire-loaded silicon nano-rib 
plasmonic structure waveguide [24]. 
a) 
c) 
b) 
d)
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• There is a strong demand for ever more efficient devices capable of supporting
higher data rate optical interconnection with lower power consumption.
1.3 Nonlinear optics 
Photonic devices also offer the prospect of all-optical signal processing. To 
realize such functionality, nonlinear waveguides constructed from nonlinear optical 
materials are required. In the regime of nonlinear operation, the complex refractive 
index of a photonic device is modified by the presence of an optical signal. This 
influences optical transmission, thus enabling an all-optical signal processing 
operation. A wide variety of nonlinear physical phenomena become accessible when 
using compact waveguides with engineered properties. By using nonlinearities with 
ultra-fast response and recovery times, high bandwidth operations can be achieved.  
Fig. 1.2: Nonlinearity in photonic devices [4] 
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Photonic crystal structures offer this nonlinearity approach [3]. Fig. 1.2 shows 
the nonlinearity occurred in some photonic devices [4]. 
Quantum optics have demonstrated several methods of generating optical 
nonlinearities. These optical nonlinearities are achieved at the level of individual 
photons. Through strong photon-photon interactions, quantum-by-quantum control of 
light fields, single-photon switches and transistors, all optical deterministic quantum 
logic and strongly correlated states of light and matter can be realized [6]. 
In quantum optics, individual photons interact each other strongly such that 
light propagation depends on the number of photons. It is difficult to assume quantum 
operation in bulk optical material because of lower nonlinear coefficients. Quantum 
optics improve the performance of classical nonlinear devices. They enable fast 
energy-efficient optical transistors, without ohmic heating. Nonlinear switches using 
quantum optics can be used for optical quantum information processing and 
communication [6]. 
Fig. 1.3 shows the quantum nonlinearity in a cavity. Fig. 1.3 (a) shows the 
energy spectrum and Fig. 1.3 (b) shows the suppression of two photon transmission 
[6]. 
Below are some high level key traits of nonlinear optical waveguides: 
• Nonlinear optics enables access to all-optical signal processing such as all-
optical switching, frequency conversion and mixing, and comb generation.
• The performance of nonlinear devices is directly limited by the choice of active
material, the local electric field intensity, and degree of light-matter interaction
that is achieved.
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• Performing nonlinear optics on-chip offers the advantages of compact and low-
cost optical integration alongside nanoscale material and device  engineering.
• There is a strong demand for ever more efficient nonlinear optical devices,
requiring the realization of enhanced light-matter interactions in low loss and
high-bandwidth platforms.
1.4 Sensing 
Optical sensing is another task which is directly facilitated by guided-wave 
optics. For example, nanosensing of surface-bound small molecules and other 
nanoscopic analytes can now be readily achieved using devices based on surface 
plasmon resonance, guided mode resonance, nanophotonic waveguide and 
resonators and 2D atomic materials. In sensing applications, when analytes or sensor 
a) b) 
Fig. 1.3: Quantum nonlinear optics in a cavity, a) The energy spectrum, b) The 
suppression of two photon transmission [6] 
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stimuli are introduced, local changes in complex refractive indices are introduced [8]. 
Hence, integrated optical waveguides attractively offer the opportunity for: (1) 
waveguide mode engineering to foster enhanced sensitivity, and (2) dense integration 
for compact and low-cost devices. Fig. 1.4 shows an example of optical sensor, this is 
a temperature sensor. 
1.5 Photodetectors 
Photodetectors convert electromagnetic radiation to electric current, and are 
often realized from p-n junctions, which absorbs photons and generates electron-hole 
pairs in the depletion region. In standard CMOS fabrication process, germanium (Ge) 
is a prime material for making high performance telecom photodetectors. Ge has high 
absorption coefficient at 1.31	 µm and at 1.5 µm wavelength. When the Ge 
Fig. 1.4: Optical sensor with enhanced sensitivity [58] 
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photodetector is evanescently coupled or butt-coupled to the Si waveguide, light is 
efficiently transferred to the Ge layer [19]. 
 In a typical integrated photodetector design, a Ge absorber is overlaid on top 
of a Si waveguide. A thin dielectric layer may separate these two waveguide layers. 
The photodetector needs high bandwidth, low capacitance, high responsivity for 
optimal performance. By using thin Ge layer ensures higher bandwidth, but at the cost 
of lower mode confinement factor. This lower mode confinement factor leads to 
reduction in the responsivity of the photodetector. On the other hand, increasing the 
length will enable more light absorption but will also increase the capacitance and 
cause RC limitation to the bandwidth [19]. Hence, the optimization of waveguide 
integrated photodetectors requires maximizing light-matter interactions while 
simultaneously minimizing the size of the active absorbing region. Fig. 1.5 illustrates 
the schematics of Ge photodetector [19]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.5: Schematics of Ge photodetector consisting of Ge layer on top of Si film [19]. 
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1.6 Evolution of guided optics 
 The evolution of guided optics starts from the introduction of optical fiber. Fig. 
1.6 summarizes the evolution of guided optics in a topological order.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.6 (a) shows the optical fiber, where the mode area is in the order of 
(~ #$%&' ) and the propagation loss is in (~dB/km) [62]. The next phase is strip waveguide 
structure in Fig. 1.6 (b), where the mode area is in the order of (~ #$%)' ), and the 
propagation loss is around (~dB/cm) [63] order which evolves into the all-dielectric slot 
waveguide structure in Fig. 1.6 (c), where the mode area is in the order of (~ #$%*+') [64]. 
Enhancing light matter interactions 
Mode Size ~ ,'*10 ~ ,'*40 ~ ,'*250 < ,'*1000 
all-dielectric 
(low loss) 
Plasmonic 
(high loss) 
Propagation 
loss ~dB/km ~dB/cm ~dB/3m 
35μm 
2μm 
a) b) c) d) 
Fig. 1.6: Evolution of guided optics: a) Optical fiber [62], b) Strip waveguide [63], c) 
Slot waveguide [64], and d) Plasmonic waveguide [24] 
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Finally, the smallest mode area is obtained in the plasmonic structure in Fig. 1.6 (d) 
which is in the order of (< #$%&'''), but the propagation loss becomes very high (in the 
range of ~dB/3m) [24]. This high propagation loss often renders the plasmonic 
waveguide structures unrealistic. 
1.7 Organization Summary 
The organization of this thesis is as follows: 
• Chapter 2 discusses about the theoretical background using Maxwells’s 
boundary equations and how they are being exploited in our proposed design 
structures. Also, the simulation results for the modal properties of these 
designs are presented. 
• Chapter 3 gives an overview on “optical concentration”. The definition and 
derivation of this metric is explored in this chapter. Linear interaction in the 
photonic devices and their relation to the optical concentration is discussed. 
The concept of “Purcell Factor” is elaborated in terms of optical concentration. 
• Chapter 4 focuses on illuminating the connection between optical 
concentration and the characteristics of nonlinear devices. A detailed 
derivation is presented in this chapter. 
• Chapter 5 presents the design and methods for numerical evaluation of various 
waveguide characteristics including optical concentration. Along with the 
methodology, the singularity at groove tip radius of curvature (r = 0) is 
summarized. The simulation results of optical concentration for the proposed 
diabolo and V-groove structures along with the optical concentration of the 
benchmarked plasmonic structure is presented and discussed.  
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• Finally, chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a conclusion and about the 
prospect of future research works leading to the reference section. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DESIGN OF DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES WITH ULTRA-
SMALL MODE DIMENSIONS 
2.1 Design Preface  
In this work, we theoretically explore an alternative waveguide architecture, 
capable of supporting enhanced nanoscale light concentration without the losses and 
bandwidth limitations of existing approaches.  As recent all-dielectric metamaterial 
investigations to this same problem have recently indicated [25], we find that a 
promising yet largely unexplored regime exists in the case of high-index contrast 
media structured on the subwavelength scale.  This regime specifically exploits the 
vectorial nature of light and enables the design of all-dielectric waveguides featuring 
extreme optical concentrations – a metric which is herein derived and related to both 
linear and nonlinear devices. Implications of such designs are considered and include 
record low optical mode areas and high Purcell factors for all-dielectric waveguides; 
ultra-low active volume (high index, e.g. solid-state) linear components; and, perhaps 
surprisingly, the simultaneously ability to either suppress or enhance core nonlinearity.  
 In order to achieve extreme optical concentration, a novel all-dielectric 
waveguide design has been developed. This design consists of a strip waveguide 
structure with “V” shaped groove inside it. The groove shape is associated with a 54.7-
degree angle with the surface (the detail of the design will be discussed in the next 
sections). This V-groove structure is shown to yield very low optical mode areas with 
high Purcell factor. With these results, we have designed a more ambitious structure 
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with two “V” grooves resulting in a “diabolo” structure. From the simulation results, it 
has been found that this “diabolo” structure produces record low optical area with very 
high optical concentration (comparable with its Plasmonic counterpart) and high 
Purcell factor. Though this structure has very high optical concentration, these 
structures are theoretically lossless.  
 The design of these “V-groove” and “diabolo” structures consist of silicon core 
and silicon dioxide cladding region. The distance between the tip of the groove and 
bottom of the waveguide (in case of V-groove structure) and between the tips of two 
grooves (in case of “diabolo” structure) is defined as the height “h”. The design has 
been performed keeping in mind, that these structures are fabricable in clean room. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this work, I have designed V-groove and diabolo structures in addition to 
conventional strip waveguide and slot waveguide in Lumerical to compare the 
characteristic parameters (optical mode area, nonlinear mode area, group index, 
effective index and confinement factor) by solving Maxwell’s boundary equations using 
Finite Differential Equation (FDE) method. The methods and results are discussed in 
h h 
Fig. 2.1: Schematic design of a) Diabolo structure and b) V-groove structure 
a) b) 
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the following sections and chapters. The schematics of the V-groove and the diabolo 
structures are illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 
2.2 Design Approach 
In an inhomogeneous medium the mode solutions to Maxwell’s equations are 
constrained by the presence of vectorial boundary conditions which must be enforced 
at all interfaces.  Specifically, optical fields exhibit discontinuities in the normal 
component of electric field ℰ and tangential component of displacement 5 at any 
interface with dielectric contrast (67 > 69) owing to the two boundary conditions, 
summarized here for non-dispersive dielectrics: 
 
 5:,9 = 5:,7 → ℰ:,9 = 6769 ℰ:,7 (2.1) 
 
 ℰ‖,7 = ℰ‖,9 → 5‖,7 = 6769 5‖,9 (2.2) 
Fig. 2.2 illustrates simple configurations where these boundary conditions can 
enhance sub-wavelength optical concentration by locally enhancing the electric field 
energy density ?@ = ½A ∙ C. The first boundary condition, Eq. (2.1), requires continuity 
of the normal component of electric displacement and famously yields enhancement 
of the electric field in the low index medium, which is widely exploited in plasmonic 
and slot waveguides, e.g. Fig. 2.2(ii), under the appropriate field polarization [26–28]. 
While this ‘slot effect’ has proven to be especially useful for sensors [9], 
nanomanipulation in aqueous media [7], and low index integrated linear and nonlinear 
devices [18], it is not a particularly useful configuration for developing solid-state 
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components based on high index materials such as lasers [29], quantum emitters [30], 
phase/amplitude modulators [1,31], or photodetectors [19].  
Fig. 2.2. Dielectric function, electric field (energy normalized, single color scale), and 
electric field energy density (peak normalized, individual color scales) for Si/SiO2 
waveguide quasi-TE fundamental modes simulated at ,' = 1.55	3F: (i) strip (500 nm 
x 220 nm), (ii) slot (80 nm), (iii) bridged slot (80 nm, h = 20 nm), (iv) diabolo (h = 5 nm), 
and (v) V-groove (h = 5 nm) waveguides. (vi) and (vii) reveal a zoomed 40 nm x 40 nm 
view of (iv) and (v), including illustration of the local field vectors. (viii) Cross section of 
electric field and (ix) energy density (energy normalized where peak value of A is set 
to unity). 
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However, the second boundary condition Eq. (2.2), which has recently been 
highlighted and exploited in the design of ultra-low mode volume photonic crystal 
cavities [5,32,33], reveals that the electric displacement, and thus ?@, can be locally 
enhanced within a high index medium. If a narrow (h = 20 nm) high index bridge is 
introduced to span the slot (w = 80 nm) of a conventional slot waveguide, as shown in 
Fig. 2.2(iii), the predominant and already ‘slot enhanced’ ℰG	field component of the 
strongly polarized quasi-TE mode is carried through the high index bridge owing to 
continuity of the tangential component of the electric field.  Such a configuration has a 
compound effect on the electric field energy density and effectively squares the energy 
density enhancement provided by the slot effect while enabling the peak optical 
energy density to carry into the high index medium. As a result, the local  electric field 
energy density can be enhanced up to a total factor of approximately	(67/	69)* =(I7/I9)) relative to a homogenous waveguide core. This corresponds to a potential 
energy density enhancement (and mode area suppression) factor of ~30 for an oxide 
cladded silicon structure or ~150 for an air cladded device. 
Designs which improve upon the bridged slot geometry of Fig. 2.2(iii) and better 
approach the ~(I7/	I9))		enhancement factor limit may be achieved by tailoring the 
structure to enforce boundary Eq. (2.2) only where the slot effect is maximized, i.e. by 
using a diabolo or V-groove geometry as shown in Figs. 2.2(iv) and 2.2(v). These 
diabolo and V-groove designs function similar to plasmonic bow-ties and V-grooves 
[23], except they uniquely foster strong optical concentration in high index materials 
while providing the inherent advantages of low-loss all-dielectric media. For 
prototypical silicon/air and silicon/SiO2 dielectrics considered here, we observe record 
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low waveguide mode areas, JK~,'*/1,000 to ~,'*/10,000, and high energy densities. 
The enhanced characteristics are observed to be a particularly strong function of the 
index contrast and high index ‘bridge’ height h (Fig. 2.3); and a weak function of the 
groove tip’s nanoscaled radius of curvature r (Fig. 2.4). 
2.3 Modal Characteristics and Analysis 
Fig. 2.3 reports the modal characteristics of air and oxide cladded silicon 
diabolo and V-groove waveguides (e.g. from Fig. 2.2) as a function of the silicon bridge 
height h. In this analysis, the V-groove bottom cladding is fixed to oxide whereas a 
symmetrically distributed cladding material is considered for the diabolo geometry. As 
shown in Fig. 2.3 (a), the mode area JK of both waveguides decreases significantly 
with decreasing h, reaching values in the range JK~,'*/	1,000 to ~,'*/10,000, more 
than one to two orders of magnitude below the diffraction limit for bulk silicon. The 
diabolo geometry is observed to enable the smallest values of JK, which is attributed 
to the centered placement of the bridge and corresponding mode symmetry.  Unlike 
slot waveguides which achieve ~(I7/I9)*	enhanced optical concentration solely in a 
low index medium, the V-groove and diabolo waveguides offer ~(I7/I9)) 
enhancement in optical concentration (and 1/JK, FP) in a high index medium.  Also 
unlike a slot waveguide, the nanoscale bridge dimensions of these structures are 
expected to be compatible with the critical dimensions of standard photolithography 
(i.e. >150-300 nm) since the grooves can be realized by anisotropic wet etching of 
crystalline silicon [43,44].  
Fig. 2.3(b) reports the nonlinear (NL) effective mode area JLMM(NO) for both 
waveguides, which is observed to exhibit substantially different characteristics and 
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trends with respect to refractive index contrast and waveguide geometry than the 
‘classic’ mode area.  In both structures evaluated in oxide claddings, reduction of h 
results in increasing values of JLMM(NO), indicative of nonlinearity suppression.  Meanwhile 
in the air clad diabolo waveguide, record low values of JLMM(NO), smaller than any existing 
silicon nanowire geometry [45], not employing slow-light effects [46], are predicted.  
Fig. 2.3. All dielectric V-groove and diabolo waveguide modal characteristics as a 
function of bridge height h: (a) ‘classic’ mode area, (b) nonlinear effective mode area, 
(c) group and effective indices, and (d) core medium confinement factor. Note: 
h = 220 nm corresponds to an unmodified strip waveguide. 
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Here, the nonlinear mode area calculation assumes the nonlinearity arises 
strictly from the core material (e.g. silicon) in the approximation of single-mode 
degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM).  Unlike linear ‘matter-light’ interaction metrics, 
which we’ve shown to be proportional or inversely proportional to optical concentration PQ, the nonlinear mode area JLMM(NO) captures a distinctly different phenomenon of ‘light-
matter-light’ interaction. An accurate description of JLMM(NO) in high-index inhomogenous 
media, is known to require a fully vectorial approach which accounts for the exact 
near-field distribution and group velocity [47,48].  In the literature however, there is 
generally no clear linkage between JLMM(NO) and other metrics used to characterize linear 
‘matter-light’ interactions.  We’ve recently derived such a linkage (see Chapter 4) and 
present an alternative formula for JLMM(NO), which is both rigorous and intuitive, and 
agrees with other fully vectorial reports [47,48]: 
 
 JLMM(NO) = 1(PQQ)* R∬ |U|*VJQ W*∬ |U|)VJQ  (2.3) 
 
where the term PQQ = ΓQ. Unlike linear metrics (e.g. JK, YZ, [Q), the nonlinear 
effective mode area JLMM(NO) depends on the square of optical concentration and active 
area Q, with an additional corrective term that factors in the |\|) profile rather than 
simply the ?@ profile.  
For the core nonlinearity considered in Fig. 2.3(b), the active area Q consists 
of the entire high index portion of the waveguide, e.g. ′^_`a′ = Q → QbcG.  While both 
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?@ and |\|) are significantly enhanced in the vicinity of the bridge for small h, this local 
enhancement coincides with an overall reduction in PdefLQbcG = R KgKhijkW ldefL as 
observable from Figs. 2.3(c) and 2.3(d). In the V-groove geometry this results in 
suppressed nonlinearity regardless of the cladding refractive index.  Notably, in these 
devices it is possible to achieve a ~30-50x enhancement in a linear metric for a given 
medium, while simultaneously achieving a ~3x suppression in nonlinearity from the 
same medium. This unique capability is unachievable in low-index contrast optics and 
offers an attractive design solution to scaling the efficiency of linear optical devices 
while suppressing nonlinear performance impairments [49]. 
A simple explanation to this unique effect could be described as follows.  In a 
linear device harnessing matter-light interaction, the active volume is defined by 
specifically engineering the geometry of the active material or region, which can be 
advantageously tailored on the nanoscale to be significantly smaller than the total 
dimensions of the waveguide core [34]. This enables high values of optical 
concentration PQ to be realized within the active area, assuming Q < QbcG.  
Nonlinearity on the other hand, implies that interactions are ‘pumped’ (light-matter 
effect) and ‘probed’ (matter-light effect) across the entire nonlinear medium. In the 
diabolo or V-groove waveguide geometries, enhancement in nonlinearity, relative to a 
strip waveguide, could be achieved only when: (1) the dominant nonlinear material is 
restricted to a small size, Q < QbcG, which is comparable to the region of enhanced  ?@ and |\|) (e.g. localized interactions with atoms, defects, nanomaterials); and/or (2) 
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the integrated |\|) enhancement term overcomes the [defL*  suppression, as is 
apparent for the air-clad diabolo. 
The high index contrast of the air clad diabolo waveguide results in a very large 
peak |\|) enhancement in silicon, which approaches with decreasing h a theoretical 
enhancement factor of ~(I7/I9)m ≈ 2 × 10) relative to a homogenous silicon strip 
waveguide core. Thus, despite its lower transverse confinement factor ldefL and group 
index relative to a strip waveguide, the diabolo geometry enables significant reduction 
in JLMM(NO).  For ℎ ≈ 2 nm, this corresponds to a record level fast-light nonlinear silicon 
waveguide parameter l ≈ 1.5 × 10q W-1 km-1. We also note the modal properties, 
including JLMM(NO)	and thus the nonlinear parameter, are very weakly influenced by the V-
groove tip’s radius of curvature (Fig. 2.4). This nonlinearity enhancement is particularly 
impressive considering the width and height dimensions are unoptimized and that the 
non-linearity could be further enhanced in resonant [50] or slow-light configurations 
[46], if desired.  In general however, waveguide systems exploiting highly localized 
non-linearities (atomic scale Q), such as those derived from silicon or germanium 
vacancy centers in diamond [51,52], would likely realize the most significant 
enhancements to nonlinearities.  
In Fig. 2.4, the modal properties of air and SiO2 cladded diabolo and v-groove 
waveguides as a function of groove tip radius of curvature r is also calculated.  Here 
the silicon bridge height h is fixed to 2 nm.  The results further validate our findings 
and show the modal properties are weakly affected by groove radius. 
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Fig. 2.4. Modal properties of V-groove and diabolo waveguides as a function of groove 
tip radius of curvature r.  Here the silicon bridge height h is fixed to 2 nm. 
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CHAPTER 3 
OPTICAL CONCENTRATION: A POWERFUL METRIC FOR 
USE IN NANOPHOTONICS 
3.1 Overview of Optical Concentration  
The concept of “optical concentration” is derived in the context of optical 
waveguides to assess the characteristics and implications of a waveguide with 
extreme electric field energy density enhancement. As discussed by Miller [34], optical 
concentration factor is a unifying yet underutilized metric which fundamentally limits 
the performance scaling in any active photonic device. The introduction of this concept 
importantly offers a simple framework (and intuitive alternative to invoking ‘local 
density of states’), which unifies the disparate and sometimes limited metrics of: 
i) ‘classic’ mode area JK, ii) Purcell factor FP, iii) confinement factor [, and iv) nonlinear 
effective mode area JLMM(NO). JK and FP enable to quantify the enhancement in the 
spontaneous emission rate for a dipole (atomic scale volume) in a resonant mode field 
[35,36], yet they do not easily map to the characterization of different sorts of modern 
active photonic devices with arbitrary active volume dimensions. Similarly, 
optimization of [ does not result in global minimization of active volume, but rather is 
strictly limited to minimization of device length l. 
Optical concentration is related to the electromagnetic energy density that 
exists within an active material. A simple approach to illustrating optical concentration 
factor, is to measure the enhancement of electromagnetic energy density relative to 
some reference structure.  In this way an optical concentration factor l can be defined 
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as the ratio between the energy density confined in a structure to that of the reference, l = Pr/P&.  This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.1(a) [34]. Assuming a material of 
refractive index n, the wavelength inside this material is ,K = , Is  where , is the free-
space wavelength. For illustration purposes, the reference structure can be taken to 
be a dielectric waveguide with cross-sectional area ,K*. This is comparable to the 
minimum practical size of a diffraction limited dielectric structure. For accurate 
determination of the concentration factor, both the structure under study and the 
reference must assume the same unit input power. Hence, the optical concentration 
factor of the reference structure is by definition l = 1. Optical concentration can be 
increased by either reducing the group velocity or reducing the waveguide cross-
sectional area. If the group velocity is reduced, then the operating energy will be 
reduced and hence there will be an increase in the corresponding energy density in 
the active region. So, the optical concentration will be enhanced. On the other hand, 
if the waveguide cross-sectional area is reduced, then energy density increases so 
optical concentration increases [34]. 
Fig. 3.1(b) illustrates the optical concentration factor in a waveguide with cross-
sectional area Jd which is different from the cross-sectional area of reference dielectric 
waveguide ,K*, (Jd < ,K*). In this waveguide structure, due to smaller cross-sectional 
area, light propagation will be slower so in turn the group velocity will be reduced by a 
factor t. Group velocity, uv = ^ tIs . This reduced group velocity enhances the optical 
concentration factor, l = t #w%xh  [34]. 
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Fig. 3.1(c) illustrates a high finesse optical resonator with reflectivity R. This 
optical resonator increases the optical concentration factor to, l ≈ &&yz ≈ ℑ|, where ℑ is 
finesse and R is the reflectivity [34]. 
 
The illustration of Fig. 3.1 presents the concept of optical concentration and 
how it might be used in comparing optical components.  However, a rigorous definition 
of “optical concentration” is, until now, still lacking from this literature.  For example, 
the conceptual approach in Fig. 3.1 does not show how a rigorous calculation of the 
optical concentration in a reference structure may be made, nor does it precisely 
describe how to consider the effect of the electric field energy density vs. the magnetic 
Fig. 3.1: Optical concentration factor l, and electromagnetic energy density, Pr a) 
Reference device structure with size ,K*, Pr = P& b) waveguide with smaller cross-
section, Jd with group velocity uv c) A high-finesse resonator, } finesse and R is 
reflectivity of mirror [34]. 
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field energy density. In the following sections, we provide a first-principles derivation 
of optical concentration, which allows it to be computed directly and without measuring 
a ‘factor’ evaluated relative to a reference structure.  This approach importantly also 
reveals how optical concentration is indeed closely linked to the physical operation 
and potential optimization of active photonic devices, and further allows us to 
demonstrate the direct connection between optical concentration and already existing 
metrics used to characterize light-matter interactions. 
3.2 Derivation of Optical Concentration 
  The total electromagnetic energy density, ?, may be defined as [37]: 
 
 ? = 12 [A ∙ C + Ä ∙ Å] (3.1) 
 
where the first term ½A ∙ C describes the electric field energy density	?@ stored in a 
medium, including that in the propagating electric field and electric polarization, 
expressed here for local isotropic dielectric media as:  
 
?@ = 12É(ÑÖ(Ü, Ñ))ÉÑ |C(Ü, Ñ, á)|* ≈ 12 Ö(Ü)|C(Ü, á)|* (3.2) 
 
which simplifies to the right most expression in the approximation of minimally 
dispersive dielectric materials where Ö(Ü) = Ö'Öf(Ü) is the permittivity profile of the 
structure. (Ö' is the permittivity of free space) 
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To quantify the important nature of the electric field energy density ?@ in 
waveguides, and thus the resulting optical concentration, we reformulate the classic 
variational method applied to non-leaky waveguides [38], in terms of the 
electromagnetic energy density and a time average perturbation 〈Δ?ä〉: 
 
 Δåç = Ñ∫〈Δ?ä〉VJÑ ∫〈(É?/É|è|) ∙ ê̂〉VJ (3.3) 
 
This expression could be interpreted to quantify a complex change in power 
per unit length, normalized by the time averaged total energy flux across a plane 
perpendicular to the z-axis (unit power) [39], and should describe the complex phase 
shift of the wave in the z-direction per unit length. It has been shown that this type of 
variational approach leads directly to a rigorous derivation of the optical confinement 
factor [Q [40] (chapter 4) which satisfies: 
 
 Δåç = Ñ^ [QΔIäQ (3.4) 
 
where ΔIäQ is a complex index perturbation uniformly applied to an active area Q in 
the waveguide cross-section.  
Let us now consider an active waveguide device, with uniform cross-section 
and active area Q, which is extended along a propagation length í such that the total 
active volume is ì = íQ, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.  The total accumulated complex 
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phase response of a linear active device is proportional to the confinement factor times 
the device length: 
 
 Δåçí ∝ [Qí (3.5) 
 
From this commonly utilized expression however, it is unclear how the device 
response scales or depends on the active volume ì.  Given that the dimensions of 
active volume are a critical factor in real devices,  for example in dictating the minimum 
energy consumption scaling of solid-state devices where energy can potentially be 
locally delivered to deeply sub-wavelength areas and volumes [34], it would be 
valuable to instead quantify the accumulated response Δåçí in terms of active 
volume ì.   
Thus, we introduce a definition of optical concentration PQ [m-2], consistent with 
Eq. (3.2) and (3.3) as: 
 
 PQ ≡	∫ 〈?@〉Q VJQ ñ ^	IQó 2Ñ∫〈(É?/É|è|) ∙ ê̂〉VJ (3.6) 
 
Which can alternatively be expressed (chapter 4) in relation to the rigorously defined 
confinement factor from: 
 
 PQ = [QQ = t 1Q ∫ ?@VJQ∫?@VJ = 	t lQQ  (3.7) 
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 This newly defined metric of optical concentration captures both the effects of: 
i) longitudinal concentration via a factor t = KgKQ, where Iv is the waveguide group 
index; and ii) transverse concentration via a factor òQQ , which computes the average 
electric field energy ?@ in the active area per unit length, normalized to the total electric 
field energy per unit length [34]. Thus, it retains a clear dependence on ?@, which can 
be locally enhanced roughly two orders of magnitude in our diabolo and V-groove 
waveguide designs. 
 
3.3 Optical response 
With the optical concentration so-defined, the accumulated optical response 
originating from linear matter-light interaction now depends exactly on the product of 
the optical concentration and active volume: 
 
Fig. 3.2. Efficiency and active volume scaling principles. Under a constant desired 
linear-optic response, active volume is minimized when optical concentration PQ is 
maximized [34]. 
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 Δåçí = Ñ^	PQì	ΔIäQ ∝ PQì (3.8) 
 
The optical concentration is therefore the coefficient which satisfies the 
relations ôILMMí = ôIQPQì, öKí = öQPQì, and õKí = õQPQì, where ôILMM is the 
perturbation in waveguide effective index arising from a perturbation ôIQ of the active 
region with active volume ì, and öK or õK are the modal gain or absorption coefficients 
imparted onto the waveguide mode from the gain or absorption coefficients öQ or õQ 
of the active medium.  
Unlike Eq. (3.4), the expression in Eq. (3.8) highlights a scaling principle which 
serves as a cornerstone of modern nanophotonics [34]. For a given material platform, 
reducing energy consumption in active devices requires simultaneous reduction in 
physical active volume ì and enhancement of optical concentration PQ, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3.2.  Thus, the linear waveguide device operating with the smallest active 
volume does not necessarily feature the smallest device length and largest 
confinement factor, but rather exhibits the highest optical concentration 	PQ.  
With this framework in place, we can also consider more generally the problem 
of achieving a large waveguide optical concentration PQ. A preferred solution would 
exhibit the following traits: (1) all-dielectric design to avoid the loss limitations 
associated with metals and plasmonics, (2) potential for broadband operation without 
relying on resonance or band edge effects, (3) achieves optical concentration in a high 
index material (e.g. semiconductor) to facilitate solid-state active components, and (4) 
potential compatibility with planar integrated photonics. While items (1-4) are fostered 
with our designs, as we will show, another elegant approach to this problem is 
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resonance-free light recycling [41,42].  Using a mode division multiplexing strategy 
this solution achieves a waveguide optical concentration which is the linear sum of the 
modal concentrations PQ = ∑ PQ,KNKù&  for each of the N forward and backward 
propagating modes superimposed in the structure. Assuming this strategy could be 
applied to ~6 spatial modes on each of 2 polarizations (e.g. N = 12), the waveguide 
concentration factor can be increased by approximately an order of magnitude while 
retaining a roughly constant active volume ì.  However, this approach increases the 
accumulated waveguide loss by a factor on the order of ~N and in general may be 
restricted to configurations where the active area Q is comparable to the diffraction 
limit ~(,K/2)*.  In the waveguide designs under consideration here, we are exploring 
an alternative regime which achieves extreme optical concentrations PQ for sub-
diffraction active areas, Q < (,K/2)*.  
For a given waveguide mode, the optical concentration PQ	from Eqs. (3.6) or 
(3.7) is a strong function of both the particular placement and geometry of the active 
area Q and the mode’s energy density distribution ?@. Most photonic devices will 
employ a finite non-zero active area Q. In general terms however, the maximum 
theoretical optical concentration occurs in the case of an infinitesimal active area Q →VJ centered at the location of maximum energy density ÜbcG, such that:  
 
 PQ→ûx|ÜùÜü†°	 = tJK (3.9) 
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which recovers the appropriate definition of the ‘classic’ mode area JK in non-leaky 
waveguides, applicable toward the calculation of the waveguide Purcell factor and in 
determining the enhancement of spontaneous emission for an emitter placed at ÜbcG 
[36], where the mode area becomes: 
 
 JK = 	 ∫ ?@wVJ?@w(ÜbcG) (3.10) 
 
The Purcell factor in a waveguide is thus related directly to the optical 
concentration according to:  
 
 YZ = ñ 32£ó ,K*PQ → 32£ § tJ•K¶ (3.11) 
 
where ,K = ,'/IQ and J•K = JK(,K)y* is the normalized mode area in units of ,K* . In a 
broadband waveguide the longitudinal concentration factor remains t = KgKQ. However, 
if the waveguide is formed into a standing wave cavity mode with finite finesse }, the 
on-resonance Purcell factor can be calculated by replacing the longitudinal factor t 
from Eq. (3.11) with t = }/£ to recover the famous YZ ∝ ß/® form [34–36]. The mode 
area JK in our diabolo or V-groove waveguide, should therefore be suppressed, and YZ correspondingly enhanced, relative to a homogenous core waveguide by a factor 
approaching the maximum energy density enhancement factor ~(I7/I9)). 
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 Energy profile in any active devices depend on the physical active volume ì 
and optical concentration PQ. Smallest active volume does not always ensure the 
smallest device length, but it ensures the highest optical concentration. Optical 
concentration is a strong function of device geometry and mode’s energy density 
distribution. 
3.4 Linear Interactions and Their Relationship to “Optical Concentration” 
The response of linear active waveguide devices may be described by a 
complex perturbation in wavevector according to [40]: 
 
ôå = [Q ñωc ΔIQ + 2´ õQó = [Q ñωc ΔIQ − 2´ öQó (3.12) 
 
Which as noted in Eq. (3.7) may be relayed in terms of optical concentration PQ per 
the relation: 
  
 PQ = [Q/Q			  (3.13) 
The derivation of these metrics, [Q and PQ,  uses the relation described in Eq. (3.3). 
The denominator of Eq. (3.3) describes the time averaged total energy flux across a 
plane perpendicular to the z-axis, and can be alternatively re-expressed for a travelling 
wave according to the relation: 
 
 Ñ≠〈(É?/É|è|) ∙ ê̂〉VJ = ÉÑÉÆ ≠2〈?@〉VJ (3.14) 
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Which is a statement that energy flows at the group velocity Ø∞Ø± = ^/Iv  and 
accounts for the total energy per unit length ∫〈?〉VJ being equal to twice the total 
electric field energy per unit length 2∫〈?@〉VJ. For non-magnetic optical devices (3f =1), local energy density perturbations are manifested strictly through material 
permittivity such that  〈Δ?〉 = 〈Δ?@〉. Therefore, in the approximation of low material 
dispersion the numerator of Eq. (3.3) can be re-expressed: 
 
 Ñ≠〈Δ?@〉VJ =2Ñ≠ΔIäQ(Ü)IQ(Ü) 〈?@〉VJ (3.15) 
 
Where ΔIäQ is a complex perturbation in material refractive index and IQ is the 
unperturbed refractive index. For a spatially invariant ΔIäQ, occurring only in an active 
region Q, the index fraction may be pulled outside the integral.    
Then substituting Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) into Eq. (3.3) yields a solution 
consistent with Ref. [40]: 
 
 Δåç = Ñ^	 IvIQ ∫ ?@VJQ∫?@VJ ΔIäQ (3.16) 
 
Which is equivalent with or without time averaging and recovers a form of the 
rigorously derived confinement factor ΓQ, which is the coefficient that is known to 
satisfy Eq. (3.4). The accumulated response over some length l is therefore: 
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 Δåçí = Ñ^ ΓQΔIäQí = Ñ^ ΓQΔIäQ ìQ (3.17) 
 
This leads to Eq. (3.8). Where the optical concentration is the coefficient defined in 
Eq. (3.6) which follows from Eqs. (3.3, 3.14 - 3.17), and can also be expressed 
according to Eq. (3.7).  For the case of a linear waveguide with continuous 
translational symmetry, it is convenient to utilize PQ, whereas for a periodic waveguide 
(i.e. subwavelength grating, metamaterial, or photonic crystal) an alternative definition 
may be used.  A perturbation in complex wavevector arising from a linear interaction 
is therefore: 
 
  Δåç = PQQ R≤≥ ΔIQ + ¥* õQW = PQQ R≤≥ ΔIQ − ¥* öQW (3.18) 
 
The complex phase shift accumulated over some propagation length l is therefore: 
 
 Δåçí = PQQí ñωc ΔIQ + 2´ õQó = PQQí ñωc ΔIQ − 2´ öQó (3.19) 
 
 Δåçí = PQì ñωc ΔIQ + 2´ õQó = PQì ñωc ΔIQ − 2´ öQó (3.20) 
 
The complex phase shift, which is a determinizing characteristic of the active 
device response, is therefore proportional to the optical concentration and active 
volume: 
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 åíµ ∝ ìPQ (3.21) 
 
This relationship expresses a clear scaling principle applicable in general to all 
linear photonic waveguide-based devices.  It may be simply summarized as follows: 
for a constant stimulus (i.e. perturbation in material properties) and constant complex 
phase shift, minimization of the active device volume (which is principally proportional 
to the minimum energy consumption) requires maximization of the optical 
concentration PQ. 
3.5 Purcell Factor and Mode Area and Their Relationship to “Optical 
Concentration” 
Taking the spontaneous emission rate Γ∂	to be proportional to optical 
concentration	PQ, a simple definition of the Purcell factor in a waveguide could be 
made using a ratio of optical concentrations as: 
 
 YZ = ΓrΓ' = 	PQP'  (3.22) 
 
Which should agree with the conventionally defined Purcell factor under the 
appropriate reference concentration P'. If considering only a single dipole at the field 
maximum, this relationship becomes 
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 YZ = 	PQ→ûx|ÜùÜü†°	P' 		= 1P' ñ tJKó (3.23) 
 
Where JK is the waveguide mode area: 
 
 JK = 	 ∫ ?@wVJ?@w(ÜbcG) (3.24) 
               
Per the approach taken by Miller, e.g. Ref. [34], it has been shown that the 
reference concentration P' may be described as P' = R ∑*|W ,K* , where ,K = #$K 	is the 
wavelength in the material with refractive index n. Substituting into Eq. (3.24) then 
yields the waveguide Purcell factor: 
 
 YZ = ñ 32£ó ,K*Px = 32£ § tJ•K¶ (3.25) 
 
Where the mode area can be normalized into units of ,K*  according to 
 
 J•K = 	 ∫?@wVJ?@w(ÜbcG)§I(ÜbcG), ¶* (3.26) 
 
If the waveguide is formed into a cavity, then the concentration enhancement 
provided by the t term is replaced with a factor }/£, where } is the cavity finesse [34]. 
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 YZ = 32£* § }J•K¶ (3.27) 
 
In high-finesse cavities the finesse and Q-factor are related according to: 
 
 } = ,Kß2∏  (3.28) 
 
Therefore, the Purcell factor becomes: 
 
 YZ = 34£* § ßJ•K¶ ,K∏ = 34£* §ß®çK¶	 (3.29) 
 
Which recovers the classic unitless definition of the Purcell factor in terms of 
mode volume ®çK normalized into units of  ,K∑ . 
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CHAPTER 4 
OPTICAL CONCENTRATION IN THE CONTEXT OF 
NONLINEAR DEVICES 
 In the previous chapter, the concept of a new figure of merit “optical 
concentration” has been introduced and derived in the context of linear interactions in 
the active region of photonic devices. In this chapter, optical concentration will be 
explored in the context of nonlinear interaction in the active regions.  
 Nonlinear interaction is the base for important photonic devices (e.g. 
degenerate four-wave mixing, self-phase modulation, two photon absorption in bulk 
optical media). Thus, this new metric “Optical Concentration” needs to be defined for 
the nonlinear interaction. This will help analyze the behavior and characteristics of 
these nonlinear photonic devices.  
4.1 Nonlinear Interactions and Their Relationship to “Optical Concentration” 
Nonlinear interactions, can be described by an intensity [W/m2] dependent 
complex perturbation in complex wave vector: 
 
 ôÆ = ñωc ΔINO + 2´ õNOó (4.1) 
 
Where the change in material index can be described by: 
 
 ΔINO = I*π = I* ∫J	 (4.2) 
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 Here the underlying physics of, for example, a ª(∑) process and intensity 
dependent polarization describing the light-matter interaction, are simply captured in 
a macroscopic model, where I* is a material property [RIU m2 / W], and I is the optical 
intensity in the material  [W / m2], which could alternatively be described by the input 
optical power P [W] divided by an area A [m2]. 
The nonlinearly induced absorption coefficient may similarly be described by: 
 
 õNO = åºπ = åº ∫J (4.3) 
 
Here the underlying physics (i.e. mediated by two-photon absorption) are again 
captured in a macroscopic model via a material coefficient åº [m / W]. A nonlinear 
coefficient l can thus be simply defined by factoring the input power P out of the 
complex perturbation in complex wavevector: 
 
 lä ≡ ôÆ∫ = ñωc ΔINO + 2´ õNOó /∫ (4.4) 
 
 lä = 1J ñωc n* + 2´ åºó (4.5) 
 
In an optical waveguide the nonlinear coefficient captures the complex 
perturbation Δåç	in the waveguide’s complex wavevector åç. 
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 lä = ôåç∫ = ñωc ΔILMM,NO + 2´ õLMM,NOó /∫ (4.6) 
 
By treating the coefficients n* and åº as material parameters (which are valid 
under the general macroscopic form of Maxwell’s equations) we can write the 
nonlinear coefficient in terms of a nonlinear effective mode area JLMM(NO)  [m2]: 
 
 lä = 1JLMM(NO) ñωc n* + 2´ åºó (4.7) 
 
Clearly the nonlinear parameter is maximum when JLMM(NO) is minimized and vice 
versa.  An exact and correct calculation of JLMM(NO) is therefore crucial to assist in 
designing optical devices to either enhance or suppress non-linear effects.  One 
definition of nonlinear mode area is: 
 
 JLMM(¥) = R∬ |Uæ(Ü)|*VJø W*∬ |Uæ(Ü)|)VJNO  
 
(4.8) 
 
However, this expression is only valid in the limit of vanishing index 
contrast	(I¿ − IO) ≈ 0	 and vanishing contrast between material and waveguide group 
indices (Iv,NO − Iv,¡¬v) ≈ 0, a regime which is clearly inapplicable to most integrated 
optical devices.  A correct expression for JLMM(NO) crucially requires accounting for the 
fully vectorial nature of wave propagation and the power and/or energy distribution 
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and confinement in the waveguide.  Only very recently has a correct fully vectorial 
mode area been derived from Maxwell’s equations and supported experimentally, [47]: 
 
JLMM(M) = 3 R∬ I(Ü)*|U|*VJø W*Iv,¡¬v* I¿* ∬ U∗ ∙ [2|U|ƒU + (U ∙ U)U∗]VJNO:KùK∆  
(4.9) 
 
 
However, the calculation in this exact form is rather cumbersome and does not 
provide clear linkage to other common metrics such as confinement factor or our 
metric of optical concentration.  Here we independently derive an alternative 
expression for JLMM(NO), which fully considers the aforementioned criteria, and present it 
in an easily calculable form accessible to most researchers. Further, we identify for 
the first time, a clear relationship between the exact vectorial nonlinear mode area and 
a rigorous definition of the optical confinement factor used in linear optics.  This 
suggests the nonlinear parameter and mode area can be determined from 
experimental measurement of the linear confinement factor paired with a calculable 
nonlinear correction factor. 
Our derivation of JLMM(NO) relies on the macroscopic form of Maxwell’s equations 
describing the fully vectorial nature of electromagnetic propagation and confinement 
and takes the assumption of single-mode degenerate four wave mixing (FWM) such 
that a single field profile may be considered. Recall from the previous chapter 
regarding linear matter-light interactions, inducing a complex perturbation ôå to the 
waveguide wavevector å according to Eq. (3.12). In this form ΔIQ and õQ are treated 
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as perturbations of the unperturbed material properties such that its refractive index is 
perturbed uniformly within the active region Q according to Iä = I + ΔIä, where ΔIä =	ΔIQ + ´ )|# õQ = ΔIQ − ´ )|# öQ.  The confinement factor [Q is therefore the coefficient 
which satisfies: 
 
 ôåç = ωc ΔIä[Q = ωc ΔIäLMM (4.10) 
 
 ΔIäLMM = 	ΔIä[Q (4.11) 
 
The confinement factor often appears in the literature incorrectly as a measure 
of fraction of total electromagnetic power propagating along the z-axis confined in the 
active region (using either integrated Poynting vector or field intensity) normalized to 
the total electromagnetic power propagating along the z-axis. Such expressions are 
only valid only in the limit of vanishing index contrast	(I¿ − IO) ≈ 0	and vanishing 
contrast between material and waveguide group indicies (Iv,NO − Iv,¡¬v) ≈ 0. The 
correct form of the confinement factor, which has been derived via the variational 
principle, e.g. Eq. (3.16) and Ref. [40], and has been shown to capture the physics of 
fully vectorial fields and modal dispersion in high index contrast media can also be 
written as: 
 
 [Q = IQ^6' ∬ |U|*VJQ∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø   (4.12) 
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which is a measure of field intensity confined to the active region normalized to unit 
power. Although it may not appear obvious, this expression does in fact capture the 
effect of the waveguide group index Iv,  
 
 Iv = ^∬ 12 ÉÉÑ (Ñ6)|U|*VJø12∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø  
 
(4.13) 
 
which can rigorously be calculated even from a single frequency mode calculation if 
the frequency dependence of the permittivity term is included in the calculation, or 
more readily if material dispersion is small such that ØØ∞ (Ñ6) = 6. In such a case [Q 
can be written as: 
 
 [Q = Iv∬ ?@VJQIx∬ ?@VJø  (4.14) 
    
Use of the confinement factor, however, assumes that the perturbation is 
strictly uniform through the active region.  In a nonlinear interaction, the local index 
change is proportional to the local electric field intensity |E|2.  Thus ΔIäQ is not uniform 
or constant across the active region and instead should be kept inside the integral, 
unlike Eq. (3.6), such that we write: 
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 Δåç = Ñ^ IvIQ ∫ΔIäQ(Õ, Œ)?@VJ∫?@VJ  (4.15) 
 
Or equivalently:  
 
 Δåç = Ñ^ IQ^6'∬ ΔIäQ(Õ, Œ)|U|*VJQ∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø   (4.16) 
This expression assumes only that the unperturbed refractive index IQ is 
uniform within the active region. The complex index change within the waveguide 
cross-section can be written as: 
 
 ΔIäQ(Õ, Œ) = ñn* + ´ 4£,' åºó π(Õ, Œ) (4.17) 
 
where the local electric field intensity function π(Õ, Œ) [W/m2] can be expressed in terms 
of the input power P according to: 
 
 π(Õ, Œ) = IQ^6'|U(Õ, Œ)|*∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø 	∫ (4.18) 
 
The complex change in wave-vector therefore captures both the light-matter 
interaction which induces the complex change in material refractive indices and the 
matter-light interaction which translates the change in material indices into a complex 
change in propagation constant, and can be expressed as either: 
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 Δåç = Ñ^ ñn* + ´ 4£,' åºó ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡IvIQ ∫
IQ^6'|U(Õ, Œ)|*∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø ?@VJ∫?@VJ ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤ ∫ (4.19) 
 
Or equivalently, 
 
 Δåç = Ñ^ ñn* + ´ 4£,' åºó ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡∬ (IQ^6')*|U(Õ, Œ)|)∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø VJQ∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø ⎦⎥⎥
⎥⎤ ∫ (4.20) 
 
Pulling all spatially invariant terms out of the integral, and dividing by P we may write: 
 
 Δåç∫ = lä = Ñ^ ñn* + ´ 4£,' åºó ’(IQ^6')* ∫ |U(Õ, Œ)|)VJR∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø W*÷ 
(4.21) 
 
Given that the nonlinear parameter is written in terms of the effective mode area via: 
 
 Δåç∫ = lä = Ñ^ ñn* + ´ 4£,' åºó 1JLMM(NO)	 (4.22) 
 
The nonlinear effective mode area can be found to be: 
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JLMM(NO) = 1IQ* ^*6'* R∬ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJø W
*∫ |U(Õ, Œ)|)VJ  (4.23) 
 
Where the numerator can alternatively be expressed as: 
 
 §◊ «a{U ×…∗} ∙ ÀÃVJ		ø ¶* = ÿI^v◊ ÉÉÑ (Ñ6)|U|*VJø Ÿ
*
 (4.24) 
Which yields: 
 
JLMM(NO) = 1IQ* Iv*6'* R∬ ÉÉÑ (Ñ6)|U|*VJø W
*
∫ |U(Õ, Œ)|)VJ  (4.25) 
 
Which in the approximation of low material dispersion, can be simplified to: 
 
 JLMM(NO) = 1IQ* Iv* R∬ I*|U|*VJø W
*
∬ |U|)VJQ  
(4.26) 
 
This expression agrees with the nonlinear effective mode area derived for 
photonic crystal fibers [48] and is much simpler than Eq. (4.9). Upon close inspection 
of Eqs. (4.9) and (4.26), the above expression if found to be equivalent to: 
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 JLMM(NO) = 1ΓQ* R∬ |U|*VJQ W
*
∬ |U|)VJQ = 1(PQQ)* R∬ |U|*VJQ W
*
∬ |U|)VJQ  
(4.27) 
 
Which is the formula presented in, Eq. (2.3). This form of the nonlinear effective 
mode area shows that the nonlinearity can be explicitly linked to the confinement factor 
utilized in linear optics.  The right most term is effectively a field correction term which 
ensures integration is performed over the |U|) profile rather than the |U|* profile.  Given 
that ΓQ* = (PQQ)* the nonlinear effective mode area can also be directly linked to the 
optical concentration. 
With Eq. (4.27) in hand we can rewrite Eq. (4.22) directly in terms of optical 
concentration and active area:  
 
 Δåç∫ = lä = Ñ^ ñn* + ´ 4£,' åºó (PQQ)* ∬ |U|)VJQ 	R∬ |U|*VJQ W*  
(4.28) 
 Here, in this chapter the nonlinear effective mode area has been derived in 
terms of optical concentration, a new figure of merit. This definition is particularly 
important since, the performance of any nonlinear photonic devices rely on the mode 
area. The optical concentration as defined in the previous chapter depend on the 
electric field energy density ?@ and confinement factor ΓQ, the nonlinear effective mode 
area also depends on ?@ and ΓQ.  
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CHAPTER 5 
NUMERICAL EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION OF 
EXTREME OPTICAL CONCENTRATION 
 Optical concentration, a new figure of merit for nanophotonics has been derived 
rigorously in the previous chapters. In this chapter, this new metric has been evaluated 
and analyzed for the proposed diabolo and V-groove structures in this work for 
different active areas of high index region (silicon). These results are then 
benchmarked against a Si-Ag nano-rib plasmonic waveguide structure, which exhibits 
an ultra-small mode area and strong confinement factor within silicon. Our proposed 
diabolo and V-groove structures are benchmarked against this plasmonic structure to 
evaluate the performance comparisons. The measured optical concentration for 
diabolo, V-groove and Si-Ag plasmonic nano-rib structures have been presented and 
compared in this chapter and finally a conclusion has been drawn.  
5.1 Method 
To assess the characteristics of different waveguides we compute their modal 
properties using a commercially available eigenmode solver (Lumerical MODE). Mode 
properties are then determined by numerical evaluation of the appropriate equation 
noted in previous sections.  All calculations are performed at  ,' = 1550 nm. All models 
assume the refractive indices of Si, SiO2, and air to be 3.5, 1.444, and 1.0 respectively, 
while the complex relative permittivity of Ag in the plasmonic benchmark model is 
taken from Palik [56]. Unless otherwise noted, all calculations involving groove tips or 
corners are modelled with a realistic non-zero radius of curvature r = 3 nm and an 
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ultra-fine local mesh size of 0.2 nm to ensure a fully converged mode solution which 
yields accurate and stable results. The groove angles are set to 54.7 degrees to mimic 
the potential shape of a wet etched {100} silicon microstructure [43,44]. This approach 
eliminates the non-physical singularity that would occur for r = 0 nm corners [5,57], 
which would result, for example, in a non-convergent calculation of JK with reducing 
mesh size. This same principle is applied to the slot waveguide mode area calculation 
in Fig. 2.2(ii), wherein the maximum energy density is taken from the middle of the 
structure and not the corner singularities as done in Ref. [5]. 
The modal properties of the proposed diabolo and V-groove structures (classic 
mode area, nonlinear effective mode area, group and effective indices and 
confinement factor in the active region) for different width of high index bridge “h” and 
groove tip radius of curvature “r” have been computed and presented in chapter 2 (Fig. 
2.3 and Fig. 2.4).  
5.2 Singularities at r = 0 nm 
 In the simulations of this work, the groove tips of both the V-groove structure 
and the diabolo structure have been modelled with a radius of curvature of r = 3 nm. 
Because of this modelling, the groove tips become circular instead of pointed. This is 
done intentionally to eliminate the singularity. In our simulation, ultra-fine mesh size 
has been used (0.2 nm). With this mesh size when simulation is performed at the 
pointed tip groove structure (both V-groove and diabolo structure), singularity occurs. 
Due to this singularity, electric field becomes infinite resulting in unreal very small 
effective mode area. To solve this problem, the groove tips have been rounded with 
radius of curvature, r = 3 nm, which eliminates this singularity. Fig. 5.1 shows the 
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schematic diagram of the V-groove and diabolo structure with radius of curvature, 
r = 3 nm and r = 0 nm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3 Results 
Fig. 5.2 depicts the computed optical concentration, in silicon, of air-clad 
diabolo and V-groove waveguides with small silicon bridge heights, h = 2 nm and 20 
nm, benchmarked against the silicon strip waveguide of Fig. 2.2(i) and a hybrid 
dielectric-nanoplasmonic Si-Ag structure from the recent literature [24] (section 5.4). 
The optical concentration PQ is computed via numerical evaluation of Eq. (3.7), 
wherein the active area Q is swept over a large range of possible shapes/sizes within 
r = 3 nm r = 0 nm 
Fig. 5.1: Schematic diagram of a) V-groove (r = 3nm), b) V-groove (r = 0nm), c) 
Diabolo (r = 3nm) and d) Diabolo (r = 0nm) structure 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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the silicon cross-section. For large Q, comparable to or larger in scale than the 
diffraction limit (,K/2)*, PQ	cannot be enhanced through the transverse plasmonic, 
dielectric, or metamaterial design owing to energy conservation and mode 
normalization. This is observed mathematically in the lQ/Q term from Eq. (3.7). Thus, 
in the regime of large Q, the only tools available to significantly enhance optical 
concentration are to reduce the group velocity or recirculate light [16,41,53].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For small Q < (,K/2)* however, transverse structuring of the dielectric 
function, and enforcement of vectorial boundary conditions, allows the electric field 
energy to be significantly redistributed and locally enhanced. This enables the V-
groove and diabolo waveguides to achieve extreme optical concentrations 
Fig. 5.2. All-dielectric sub-diffraction enhancement in optical concentration. The 
optical concentration (in silicon) is computed numerically via Eq. (3.7) vs. active area 
dimensions, for reference dielectric strip (500 x 220 nm) and plasmonic waveguides; 
and compared to air cladded silicon: (a) diabolo and (b) V-groove waveguides. 
Dashed diagonal lines indicate constant PQQ = [Q  contours. 
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PQ	~	10*	3Fy*	to 10∑	3Fy*.  Remarkably, we observe the optical concentration of the 
air-clad diabolo waveguide closely rivals, or in some cases even exceeds the 
plasmonic benchmark. Thus, while both the plasmonic and diabolo waveguides 
achieve a ‘classic’ JK on the order of   ~,'*/10,000, when considering ÜbcG from Eq. 
(3.9) is in silicon, the plasmonic structure exhibits a theoretical propagation loss of 
~104 dB cm-1 while the all-dielectric diabolo is theoretically lossless.  
The optical concentration profiles in Fig. 5.2 show clear plateaus where further 
reducing Q provides diminishing and ultimately negligible improvement in PQ. This is 
associated with the active dimensions becoming comparable to and ultimately smaller 
than the extent of the localized	?@ enhancement.  In a strip waveguide, this plateau 
occurs in the vicinity of the diffraction limit, e.g. near Q ≈ 104 nm2. Such an active area 
could be realized with a ~100 nm x 100 nm active region, or with some slight penalty 
a ~45 nm x 220 nm active region.  Such dimensions are comparable to the active 
regions of state-of-the-art pn diode electro-optic modulators [54].  While the active 
regions of such devices can be made larger to increase ΓQ, i.e. using wider depletion 
regions or wrapped junctions [54,55], this only optimizes the device length l, i.e. 
Eq. (3.5), and in fact penalizes the optical concentration PQ.  Per Eq. (3.8), any 
reduction in PQ must be met with an increase in active volume ì to achieve the desired 
optical response.	 Similarly, any device which can achieve a larger PQ enables the 
optical response to be achieved with a lower active volume  ì.  An important 
implication of this, is that the diabolo or V-groove waveguide, for example, could 
principally enable reduction in the active volume of a state-of-the-art silicon diode 
phase shifter by a factor of ~10-100.  Crucially, this does not require a plasmonic 
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structure to be utilized and can therefore potentially be realized with the low optical 
losses typically associated with all-dielectric media. Given that the grooves are in 
principle amenable to fabrication via anisotropic wet etching of silicon [43,44], we 
expect that very smooth surfaces can ultimately be realized – much smoother than 
traditional reactive ion-etched sidewalls.  Thus, it’s plausible to expect optical losses 
might be on par with the ~dB cm-1 scale losses of standard silicon nanowires.   
The silicon phase shifter, however, is only one niche example of the 
implications of achieving an extreme optical concentration [34].  The exact same 
efficiency and active volume scaling principles apply to the design of waveguide 
integrated light emitters and absorbers.  It should also be noted that in many practical 
cases of interest a ~10x enhancement in PQ, for example, may require working with a 
~100x reduction in Q.  Perhaps counterintuitively, this configuration enables a 
reduction in total active volume ì of ~10x but requires simultaneously lengthening the 
device by a factor of ~10x.  This highlights the significance of the transverse device 
dimensions, which in fact control 2 out of 3 spatial degrees of freedom.  In device 
applications where Q is already very small for fundamental reasons (i.e. atom-light 
interfaces, integrated 2D atomic materials, quantum wells, etc.) then ~10-100x 
enhancement in PQ is feasible under constant Q. In such cases, the efficiency and 
length of the device can be improved by the ~10-100x factor relative to a diffraction 
limited waveguide. As a powerful example, one could already imagine a diabolo or V-
groove bridge, with height h, being formed entirely out of a single sub-nanometer 
thickness high index 2D atomic monolayer.  The enforcement of vectorial boundary 
conditions would constrain the mode solution to yield unprecedented low-loss optical 
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concentration in the active nanomaterial. These results and observations clearly 
indicate that continued investigations into the regime of deeply sub-wavelength 
dielectric nanophotonics are warranted and will likely yield new generations of ultra-
efficient linear and nonlinear devices.  
5.4 Hybrid dielectric-nanoplasmonic Si-Ag structure 
 The proposed diabolo and V-groove structures have been benchmarked 
against the dielectric-nanoplasmonic Si-Ag structure [24]. This hybrid nano-rib 
structure is shown schematically in Fig. 5.3. This hybrid nano-rib structure is made of 
a metallic nanowire located above silicon nano-rib waveguide. A thin silicon dioxide 
layer is deposited over the silicon slab. As a result, a hybrid, nonuniform, low-index 
gap is formed between the metal nanowire and lower silicon substrate. For the metal 
nanowire, silver (Ag) is used in this design. This hybrid, nonuniform, low-index gap 
induces the coupling between the nanowire plasmon and the silicon nano-rib photonic 
modes [24]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 5.3: Hybrid nanowire-loaded silicon nano-rib waveguide, a) Schematic of the 3D 
geometry, b) Cross-section of the configuration on x-y plane [24] 
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The simulation of this hybrid-nanoplasmonic structure is done in Lumerical 
Mode Solution. In the simulations, the refractive indices of silicon dioxide, silicon, air 
and silver are considered as: 1.444, 3.476, 1 and 0.47+9.32i (Palik model) [56]. The 
simulation is done for 1550nm wavelength excitation. This wavelength is chosen for 
our simulation, because in the next step of our work we are going to fabricate and test 
these devices, and for testing purposes 1550 nm sources will be used. So, to compare 
the test results to the simulation results, all the simulations have been performed at 
1550 nm wavelengths.  
 In the design of this hybrid-nanoplasmonic Si-Ag structure, the radius of the Ag 
nanowire, r = 75 nm; nano-rib width, w = 10 nm; nano-rib height, h = 5 nm and Si 
waveguide thickness, t = 60 nm [24]. The optical concentration for this hybrid 
dielectric-nanoplasmonic Si-Ag structure has also been evaluated and benchmarked 
against the optical concentration of proposed diabolo and V-groove structure as 
shown in Fig.  5.2.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
6.1 Conclusion 
In summary, we have introduced a simple approach for designing all-dielectric 
waveguides capable of achieving significantly enhanced linear and nonlinear 
interactions. Moreover, we have laid out the theory of optical concentration in the 
context of waveguides and shown its convenient and unifying characteristics in 
describing the performance of linear and nonlinear devices with arbitrary active 
dimensions.  
The principle physics investigated here and detailed in Chapter 2, rely on 
vectorial boundary conditions to Maxwell’s equations.  Indeed, the vector nature of 
light offers a powerful tool for tailoring light-matter interactions at the nanoscale, giving 
rise to birefringence,  surface plasmon and slot waveguide field and energy density 
enhancements, metamaterial effects, deep sub-diffraction photonic crystal mode 
volume reduction, and now all-dielectric waveguide field and energy density 
enhancements accessible by high index media.  We envision a wide array of scientific 
and technological applications that may benefit from the now expanded nanophotonic 
‘toolkit’, including for example ultra-efficient integrated photonic active devices in both 
planar (e.g. nanowire) and arrayed (e.g. meta/nano-pillar) formats; high efficiency 
sources of classical and quantum light; broadband, slow-light, or resonant nonlinear 
optical devices; and more.  
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6.2 Future works 
 In this work, the theory of novel waveguide structures has been presented. The 
next logical step is to fabricate these novel V-groove and diabolo structures, 
characterize their properties, and implement functional nanophotonic devices. In 
addition to this, a variety of additional questions also arise which need to be addressed 
both theoretically and experimentally.  For example, how does one efficiently couple 
to the ultra-small mode area V-groove waveguide detailed in Chapter 2? Recent work 
by our group has demonstrated that evanescent coupling provides an attractive 
solution for coupling between dissimilar optical modes [59]. More recent work indicates 
that compact adiabatic directional couplers which efficiently couple to ultra-small mode 
area waveguides with broadband characteristics and good fabrication tolerances are 
possible [59].  Below is a summary of key research topics/questions and experimental 
demonstrations which could be directly pursued subsequent to this work: 
• Develop scalable nanomanufacturing approaches for realizing V-groove and 
diabolo waveguides 
• Experimental characterization of waveguide properties 
• Demonstration of high-performance optical couplers for interfacing to V-groove 
and diabolo waveguides 
• Construction of linear and nonlinear devices based on V-groove and diabolo 
waveguide building blocks 
A key early question that needs to be addressed are the real-world optical 
propagation losses of these novel waveguides.  While theoretically lossless, similar 
technologies i.e. slot waveguides have been shown to exhibit enhanced optical losses 
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owing to increased light-matter interaction with the waveguide surface roughness.  As 
discussed in Chapter 2, we anticipate that wet-etch fabrication techniques will enable 
very smooth V-groove and diabolo surfaces to be realized.  Optimization of this 
roughness will be an important topic for the practical realization of low-loss optical 
components with ultra-small mode dimensions and extreme optical concentrations. 
The fabrication process flow of the diabolo and V-groove waveguide structure is 
illustrated as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The KOH wet etching of silicon is crystal orientation dependent. The etch rate 
for <100> crystal orientation is higher compared to <111> or <110> crystal orientation. 
As a result, when KOH etching is done, a groove is formed with an angle of 54.7-
degree with the surface. This groove is formed because of the silicon crystal properties 
towards KOH wet etching. This is the reason, 54.7-degree angle has been used in the 
simulation to mimic the actual device structure. The etch depth depends on etch time 
and temperature. Silicon nitride is also used for hard mask. 
 Fig. 6.2 shows the cross-sectional diagram of an example V-groove structure 
realized from anisotropic wet etching of <100> silicon in KOH. So far, we have 
established a stable fabrication recipe, but this recipe needs some modification. We 
Klayout 
design 
Electron 
beam 
litho-
graphy 
Develop 
and 
rinsing 
RIE dry 
etching 
KOH wet 
etching 
Fig. 6.1: Fabrication process flow of diabolo and V-groove waveguide 
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expect that variants of this process could be used to realize diabolo structures in 
addition to the V-groove structures. Finally, these structures will ultimately need to be 
placed in the silicon waveguide alongside more complex structures (e.g. 
interferometers, gratings, and couplers) to realize whole devices and photonic circuits.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.2: SEM images of V-groove structures 
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